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The temperature dependent transport coefficients for the nondegenerate
Anderson Model have been calculated using a nonperturbative Green’s function
solution. For low temperatures and a wide range of values for the correlation
parameter U, the results are in quantitative agreement with the predictions of
renormalization group, Bethe-Ansatz, and quantum Monte Carlo results. The
relationship of this Green’s function solution to second-order peturbation theory
and decoupling approximations are also discussed.
It should be noted that an important conclusion derived from this work is the
possibility of a defect in the quantum Monte Carlo calculation because of its
inability to show the effects of charge fluctuations in the T/Tj^ > 1.0 region.
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The Anderson Model [1] has been important in the understanding of many
physical phenomena. For example, it has been applied to the magnetic impurity
problem [2], mixed valence phenomena [3], chemisorption theory [4], and it
continues to be an important tool in the understanding of strongly correlated
electron systems. Many thermodynamic properties of the model have been precisely
analyzed using the Bethe—Ansatz (BA) [5] and renormalization group (RG) [6]
methods. However, in the solutions based on these methods, the parameters of the
model are assumed to have extremely simple forms, therefore, producing solutions
that are not generally applicable. Furthermore, it is not readily clear how the BA
and RG methods are to be used to investigate the dynamic properties of
many—particle systems. It is, therefore, desirable to obtain accurate solutions which
are not based on simplifying the model parameters and which may be employed to
calculate physical quantities such as the dynamic susceptibility as well as the static
susceptibility and transport coefficients. A method for generating such solutions has
been proposed by Neal [7], and is based on the functional derivative technique
suggested by Kadanoff and Baym [8]. A nonperturbative calculation of the spectral
density function [9] using this method [7] has been shown to exhibit the expected
universal behavior, in agreement with results obtained by quantum Monte Carlo
methods [10].
The purpose of this paper is to present a calculation of the transport
coefficients for the full range of T/T values using a solution obtained by the
A.
method suggested by Neal [7]. The characteristic temperature T is essentially equal
A
2
to the Kondo temperature as defined in the RG [6] analysis. This method [7] for
obtaining Green’s function solutions is in the same spirit as that employed by Aral
and CO—workers [11], but with no adjustable parameters invoked. In Section II a
discussion of the Green’s function formalism [7, 8] used to obtain the solution is
presented and in Section III we apply the Green’s function formalism to the
Anderson Model. The calculation of the transport coefficients are presented in
Section IV where a comparision of these results and those obtained by other
methods are given. Section V is devoted to a summary and concluding remarks.
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n. GREEN’S FUNCTION FORMALISM
Green’s functions are one of the well established tools of theoretical condensed
matter physics, and in particular, for the investigation of equilibrium and
nonequilibrium properties. The Green’s function formalism enables one to formulate
problems in a rigorous manner and to clarify certain concepts, such as the
description of systems at low temperature in terms of quasi—particles. This
formalism also allows one to derive certain exact results easily, such as, dispersion
relations and sum rules. Lastly, the method allows an easy transition from a zero
temperature to a finite temperature description. The usefulness of the Green’s
functions derive from the fact that they contain all of the information about the
system.
Essentially there are two ways of determining Green’s functions: (1) from their
equations of motion and (2) from perturbation theory. Included in the former, is the
functional derivative technique, which will be employed in this work.
In this chapter a review of the Green’s function formalism is given. Included
are the definitions [12] of Green’s functions along with their boundry conditions and
spectral representation.
A. Basic Properties and Definitions
In order to calculate the observable quantites one does not need all of the
information contained in the exact eigenstates of Hamiltonian of a given system. It
is sufficient to know much simpler quantities, namely the system averages of a few
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time dependent operators. If AJi) = e A^e is the Heisenberg representation
of the operator and H is the Hamiltonian that describes the system of interest,




and P is the inverse of the absolute temperature. Here A^ and are arbitrary
operators, typically products of Boson and/or Fermion creation and destruction
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where t/ is +1 for Boson operators and —1 for Fermion operators.
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The above definition for the Green’s functions is valid for real time variables
in the interval [ -tD,®] and imaginary time variables in the interval [0,—The
boundary condition satisfied by the Green’s functions in the imaginary time domain
is
(5)
A representation which takes this boundary condition into account is the




% = ini7r//3. (7)
The sum on m is taken over all even integers for Bose statistics and over all odd










Where the spectral density function is given by [12]:
= I5)|.0 -+ 0 *• '* (10)
It is usually convenient to obtain solutions for the Green’s function in the
imaginary time domain and analytically continue to the real time domain because
the boundry conditions for the real times are not generally known or well defined.
B. The Equations of Motion
In order to calculate the Green’s functions, one needs their equations of
motion. These are generated by differentiating the Green’s function with respect to
time [13]:
‘4- (11)
Note that the equation of motion for the G^, involves the higher-order Green’s
functions «[A^,H];B^,>. In general, one may generate an equation ofmotion for this
Green’s function that involves Green’s function of even higher order, and so on, to
obtain an endless chain of coupled equations.
7
To get approximate solutions to this hierarchy of equations, it is convenient to
use the functional derivative technique [8] as discussed in the next chapter. The
functional derivative technique may be regarded as the synthesis [14] of the
diagrammatic perturbation theory and decoupling schemes for the equations of
motion.
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m. APPLICATION TO THE ANDERSON MODEL
The Hamiltonian for the single impurity Anderson model [1] is given by
H =S®i«74a<7+ X(®d/L‘=da+
k,a a
+ X^^dk4/k(r + ^kd4/d(7)’
k,a
where the operators and create and destroy electrons in the metal states
with energy , respectively, and the operators cj^ and c^^ create and destroy
electrons on the impurity atom with energy or E^^ + U, respectively. The
electron spin is denoted by a (a = —a). No assumptions have been made to simplify
the model parameters of this Hamiltonian. When assumptions are made, they will
be for the purpose of simplifying calculations.
The single—particle Green’s function is defined [7, 8] by
ij£r' ' — 5—»—
; < Tis] >
= 4c;>’ (1*)
where i, j = d or k, and the operator S is
9
S = exp (14)
+ V^(»)4„(t)B^(t) + [V^(t)]'Bt(t)Cj_^(t)}. (15)
The operator is
B^ = ^-IVdk'kcr. (IS)
k
k
The auxiliary variables and are introduced to facilitate the systematic
decoupling of the equations of motion for the Green’s functions [7, 8]. In the limit
A A A
^d<7’ ^a “* 0 (S = 1)) conventional Green’s functions are recovered. The













Then it follows that equation (18) can be written as















To summarize, the functional derivatives facilitate the calculation of
approximate Green’s functions. Higher order Green’s functions may by expressed in
terms of lower order Green’s functions; therefore, the equations of motion lead to a
finite set to be solved rather than an infinitely coupled chain. At the end of the
calculation the auxiliary variables are set equal to zero.
For the Hamiltonian given by equation (12), the equations of motion for the
Green’s functions are:
[4-^!dcr(‘)]Gdda(«')= «tt' + I'^dk<r(‘)Gkd</‘‘')
k
+ (22)
[■4-%jGkd„(*‘') = Vid^‘)Gdda(*‘'). (23)
[-4-Ek'jGdk<.(«') = «dd^(‘‘')Vdk'.(‘'). (23)
[4-EkJOkk',.(“') = '^k'^tt' +W‘)W*‘')- (25)
The variables E|j^(t), V^^(t) and are defined by Ej^(t) = + Ej^(t)
and = V^^[l + VJ,m = V^^^(t). The two-particle Green’s function
12




with Combining equations (22) and (23) gives
(28)






and G^^(tt') is the inverse of [t(5/5t) -
Note that all of the Green’s function elements are simply related to
Thus, one need only solve for this component. This is facilitated by defining its
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inverse as
and the self-energy by
Using equations (26) — (32) to solve for the self-energy gives
where the self-energy correction
ft
Neglecting gives the following approximation for the self-energy
(35)
Setting S = 1 gives the well-known Hartree—Fock approximation for the Anderson
14
model. The second order correction is given by
(36)
Calculating iteratively gives the complete expansion in and U that one
would obtain from the conventional diagrammatic technique [8]. A more accurate
^dd<7 obtained if in equation (36) is replaced by the Hartree—Fock solution.
This is precisely the solution generated by using the Hartree—Fock solution
G^ (tt') to evaluate the functional derivative in equation (34). Similar results have
been obtained by Horvatic, et al. [15] using the diagrammatic perturbative method
and by Salomaa [16] using a decoupling scheme for the equations of motion. For the
symmetric limit (E^^ = —U/2), all three solutions are identical to the second order
perturbative result of Yamada [17]. The retarded self-energy correction








The functions and are given by




= i dE ImGf(E){gJ''(E + iBg) + G*f(E - a^)}f(E). (39)
where f(E) = {exp(jSE) + 1}'*, and and are Bose and Fermi frequencies,
respectively, as defined in equation (7). The sums over Fermi frequencies were
evaluated using standard techniques [12]. In the symmetric limit with an infinite
bandwidth for the metal states, S^(a;) = —iA, where A is the impiuity level width.
The parameter space of the Anderson model in this situation is specified by 13 and
u = U/ttA.
The result given by equation (37) is a nonperturbative correction [7] to the
Hartree—Fock solution of equation (35). It is obtained from equation (34) by
evaluating the functional derivative of Gr^^^(tt') by substituting (tt'). The
resulting solution is obviously less accurate in the symmetric limit. However, such a
solution has been shown [18] to give results that are at least in qualitative
agreement with the results of the BA and RG methods for u ~ 2. It is possible to
obtain improved results for by evaluating the functional derivative in equation
HF
(34) using Green’s function solutions other than G“ (tt'). In the next section.
16
equation (37) will be used to calculate the transport coefficients.
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IV. CALCULATION OF THE TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
As stated earlier, only the symmetric Anderson model in the infinite
bandwidth limit is considered. The transport coefficients are given by the formulas
derived from the Boltzmann equation [19]. In particular, the resistivity R(T) for the











where the spectral density function is
OdatE) =
[A-lmS:°^(E)]/;r
[E - I!iiS5^(E)P + [A - IinS'^(E)J>'
(42)
The bracket [• • *1^ denotes the T = 0 value of the enclosed quantity.
The objective is to calculate the transport coefficients as a function of T/T^^
for the full range of T/T and the parameter u using equation (37). The Kondo
temperature T^^ is given by [5]
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Tj, = |A|^xp|-ir2u/8 + l/2u|. (43)
Expectations are that for 1 < u < 3 the transport coefficients will exhibit the
universal behavior predicted by the BA [5] and RG [6] theories and therefore be
independent of u. Results for the resistivity are presented in Figure 1. It is
remarkable that only a small number of such calculations [20,21] have been recently
published for the Anderson model. Using an approximation scheme similar to the
one used here, Aral [11] has obtained the expression
S^={l + (xV3)la(T)]-’}, (44)R(T)
where ci!(T) is a universal function of T/T and is given by the solution of
A
[a(T)-Tj'T] ln{[l + a(T)2]i/2 In 2 = 0, (45)
where T = T /.624. The function a((T) is multivalued for T/T < 0.7. However,
once these values are sorted out, the formula is at least qualitatively correct for the
full range of T/T^. This result is also shown in Figure 1. These results can be
indirectly compared to the recent quantum Monte Carlo calculation of Jarrel et al.
[21] by using their parameters in the Fermi liquid theory [22] and Hamann [23]







{MT/Tj,)]» + ir=S(S +
(Hamann Formula) (46)
where according to Jarrel et al. [21], a = 0.83 and T = T /OA. Their results
appear to interpolate smoothly (for T/T^ ~ 1) between the two expressions in
equation (46), which are valid for T/T << 1 and T/T >> 1, respectively.
According to Yamada [25] and using the above definition for T , a = 1. It is clear
that these results are in quantitative agreement with the quantum Monte Carlo
calculation for u < 3.0 and T/T « 1.0. However, the shoulder at T/T > 1.0 is& A
absent in the quantum Monte Carlo calculation. This shoulder is the result of charge
fluctuations and is therefore an essential feature of the Anderson model. The
solution obtained by Arai is in the Kondo limit (u >> 1) and is therefore not
expected to exhibit the effects of charge fluctuations.
Using equation (41) and evaluating for the full range of T/Tj^ and the
parameter u, it is evident that the thermal conductivity exhibits a universal
behavior in the region T/Tj^ < 1.0. This result is presented in Figure 2. It should be
noted from Figure 2 that the thermal conductivity is quantitatively different from
the quantum Monte Carlo results for T/Tj^ > 1.0.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The resistivity and thermal conductivity have been calculated for the
symmetric Anderson model. Based on comparisons vrith other approaches, the
conclusion is that this solution should give quantitatively correct results for the
transport coefficients for u < 3.0. Furthermore, this conclusion suggest that an
improved solution may be obtained by using decoupling approximations other than
the Hartree—Fock approximation to evaluate the functional derivative in equation
(34), Future work is being conducted that will demonstrate how this approach [7]
may be used to calculate dynamic response functions. Such a solution should give
quantitatively correct results for the transport coefficients and dynamic response




R(T)/R(0) vs. T/Tj, for several values of u. The results of the Aral (equation (23)),
Fermi liquid and Hamann (equation (25)) formulas are also shown. In order to
compare our results with the quantum Monte Carlo calculation of Reference 21, a =
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